
A&AE 421 Semester Project
Air Vehicle Mathematical Modeling, Dynamic Response and Control

General Objective
To write MATLAB computer programs for dynamic modeling and control system
design of fixed wing aircraft. The software should be useful to future students who
take the senior design courses AAE451 Aircraft Design or AAE450 Spacecraft
Design.

Specific Objectives
1. Write a general purpose MATLAB computer program to take basic aircraft

geometry, mass, and aerodynamic data, and, using empirical methods, produce a
complete set of stability and control derivatives and inertia and geometry data in a
format that can be used by dynamic response software developed for AAE421
(see for example the file Cessna182.m) located at the course web site
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_S
oftware/index.html

2. Use the course stability and control software (FlatEarthAnal.m) to determine the
following complete 12th order transfer functions, Q(s)/DeltaE(s), R(s)/deltaR(s),
P(s)/DeltaA(s).

3. Use the course stability and control software (for example, CessnaLongSC.m and
CessnaLatSC.m) to determine the following 4th order transfer functions, ,
Q(s)/DeltaE(s), R(s)/deltaR(s), P(s)/DeltaA(s).

4. Design three stability augmentation systems. One system uses pitch rate feedback
to the elevator to increase the damping ratio of the short period mode. The second
uses yaw rate feedback to the rudder to increase the damping ratio of the Dutch
roll mode. And the third uses roll rate feedback to the aileron to decrease the time
constant of the roll mode.
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Teams
The class will be divided into four teams. The first three teams will model airplanes
designed last semester in AAE451. Those aircraft are hanging from the ceiling of
Grissom 380.

The fourth team will model some aspect of the flight of the Space Shuttle. Empirical
methods are not effective for modeling the Space Shuttle. Students may determine a
mathematical model of the Space Shuttle from the open literature. This will generally
be a simpler process then what the three other teams will have to do to determine the
mathematical models for their aircraft. However, the mathematical model of the
Space Shuttle may well be more complex in nature and not of a form directly useable
by the class software.

Exactly what the Space Shuttle team does in this project will be described to me in a
formal written proposal due on Thursday, March 8, as part of Progress Report 1. I
must approve your proposal but the choice of topic is left open at this time. Generally,
the project needs to be “as hard” as the project done by the other teams.

Schedule
1. Students must self-organize themselves into the following teams. Team

membership must be finalized by Thursday, March 1, 2001. Each team must
have no more then 6 members.

Team Orion (models the blue and gray biplane)
Team Boiler Xpress 1 (models the yellow and black monoplane)
Team Boiler Xpress 2 (also models the yellow and black monoplane)
Team Space Shuttle (models the Space Shuttle)

2. Team Progress Report 1, Thursday, March 8. This presentation will summarize
the plans your team has for completing the project and any initial progress you
may have made. Team organization and your plan for equal workload distribution
should be described. Team collaborations may also be discussed.

3. Team Progress Report 2, Thursday, March 29. Significant progress must be
demonstrated and discussed regarding the computation of stability and control
derivatives.

4. Team Progress Report 3, Thursday, April 12. Significant progress must be
demonstrated and discussed regarding the design of feedback control laws.

5. Final Project Report, Thursday, April 26 (Dead Week).



Notes
1. This is a team-oriented project. All members of the team must contribute to the

project. An evaluation of the performance of each team member will form part of
your grade for the project. This project will be worth 1/4 of your grade for this
course.

2. Progress reports and the final project report are 15- minute formal oral
presentations with transparencies. Students must hand in an electronic version of
the report in Powerpoint format for posting on the World Wide Web. Throughout
the course of the semester all students must participate equally in the
presentations.

3. CMARK can compute stability and control derivatives. However, it is very much
a black box that provides little insight into how the stability and control derivative
comes about and what are the important contributing factors to a particular
derivative. Furthermore, the successful use of CMARK for stability and control
derivatives is tricky and computationally intensive. Therefore, the use of CMARK
for this project is not allowed.

4. Teams may collaborate and share approaches and code. Each team must submit
one complete set of MATLAB code including all necessary functions and scripts.
All individual pieces of code must indicate the primary and supporting authors.

5. Code must be extensively commented in MATLAB.

6. Each team must submit a separate user manual in electronic format. Word,
Powerpoint or pdf formats are acceptable. The user manual should be written to
be understandable to typical students in AAE451. It should include complete
examples and sample results.

7. Root locus is an acceptable method for design of the three feedback control
systems required for this project. Everyone on each team must learn about and be
comfortable with the feedback control aspect of the project. The final exam in this
course will cover feedback control design using the root locus method. Resource
material on the control design process can be found at
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE451%20Fall2000/ControlLaw
s.html

8. Material about biplanes can be found at
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE451%20Fall2000/Biplane.htm
l

9. Definitions of constants used in the course software must not be changed. A
listing of course software follows.



AAE 421 Flight Dynamics and Control Software

Dynamics and Control Software Description (.pdf)

The software below is built around a flat Earth aircraft simulation using Simulink
for MATLAB 5.2. The equations of motion are twelth order.

Cessna182.m (contains all aircraft specific constants)

CessnaInitialize.m (run this first)

FlatEarth.mdl (run this second)

FlatEarthAnal.m (run this third)

FlatEarth2.mdl

QuickTrim.m

aircraft.m (contains the differential and output equations)

aeroforce.m

aeromoment.m

thrust.m

TransformB2NED.m

TransformB2Wind.m

TransformNED2B.m

TransformWind2B.m
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http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/DC_Software.pdf
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/Cessna182.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/CessnaInitialize.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/FlatEarth.mdl
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/FlatEarthAnal.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/FlatEarth2.mdl
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/QuickTrim.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/aircraft.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/aeroforce.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/aeromoment.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/thrust.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/TransformB2NED.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/TransformB2Wind.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/TransformNED2B.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/TransformWind2B.m


The MATLAB software below does linear aircraft simulation and analysis using
the approach of Jan Roskam. The equations of motion for both longitudinal

motion and lateral-directional motion are forth order.

CessnaLatSC.m

CessnaLongSC.m

CessnaCrosswind.m

The software below is built around a elliptical Earth aircraft simulation using
Simulink for MATLAB 5.2. The equations of motion are twelth order. These

MATLAB programs use some of the routines given under the flat Earth section
above.

E_CessnaInitialize.m (run this first)

E_Earth.mdl (run this second)

E_EarthAnal.m (run this third)

E_Earth2.mdl

E_QuickTrim.m

E_aircraft.m (contains the differential and output equations)

e2g.m

g2e.m

gravity.m

TransformECI2NED.m

TransformNED2ECI.m
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http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/CessnaLatSC.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/CessnaLongSC.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/CessnaCrosswind.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/E_CessnaInitialize.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/E_Earth.mdl
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/E_EarthAnal.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/E_Earth2.mdl
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/E_QuickTrim.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/E_aircraft.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/e2g.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/g2e.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/gravity.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/TransformECI2NED.m
http://roger.ecn.purdue.edu/~andrisan/Courses/AAE421_S2001/Docs_Out/DC_Software/TransformNED2ECI.m
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